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A Survey On Efficient Container Orchestration
Tools And Techniques In Cloud Environment
Hritwik Bairagi, Uday Chourasiya, Sanjay Silakari, Priyanka Dixit, Smita Sharma
Abstract: Containers are used to deploy large and diverse workloads resulting from applications over virtual machines which can be both , local as well
as geographically distributed. Containers have less starting time than VMs and are manufactured to work with lower memory resources. The
microservice architecture allows applications to be broken into distinct modular services which are packaged into separate containers in a way that they
require to access certain binaries and library files specific to the application. There is a mass migration of application developers towards container
platforms which has contributed to need of container orchestration softwares. This paper discusses the conceivable solutions to the shortcomings in
present container orchestration methodologies. It discusses various implementations carried out in the context of container orchestration.
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Another component used is SELinux – Security enhanced
Linux, which is employed to insure separation amongst the

1 INTRODUCTION
With regards to its numerous advantages over the VM
centric architectures, containers have been now become
the default deployment platform for large scale applications
and majority of the businesses are migrating towards
container technology. With growing interest of the industry
towards microservices and containers go hand – in – hand,
a need for developing sophisticated management systems
arises. In the cloud computing scenario, Container as a
service (CaaS) is emerging as leading type of service
among other traditional services. Containers facilitate the
packaging, deploying and management of large, complex
applications. The containerization of applications is one of
the technologies enabling microservices architecture [2].
They package a software into small manageable subapplications which are self-contained and support
deployment on different platforms. The container
technology has gained tremendous recognition amid major
and young enterprises which deploy their web applications
on cloud. Companies which previously relied upon VM
based deployments are now shifting to container
architecture. Containers promote a few features of the
operating system kernel i.e. namespaces and control
groups (cgroups). These are explicitly Linux kernel features
which enable isolation of processes and when these kernel
features were addressed to separately in order to develop
lightweight, OS level virtualisation, Docker was developed.
Namespaces are responsible for separation of processes
for example, the process id (pid) namespace.Control
groups or cgroups are employed to limit and control
resources.
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host and the container and between respective containers.
With The release of Docker in March 2013, it soon became
a subject of mass adoption and a buzzword for
containerization in the industry (Rodriguez et al, 2018).
Docker was developed on LXC but later Docker Inc.
created its own unique runtime called ‗libcontainer‘ in order
support Go language bindings [6]. Docker is designed in
way that makes container technology fast, easy to use and
promote service oriented architecture (SOA) and especially
the microservice architecture style. Docker [1] is the most
widely used and the industry standard for containerization.
Docker containers consist of layered images and binaries
packed together into a single package. The base image
contains the operating system of the container. Docker
environment has four integral parts namely the docker
client, docker host, docker engine, and the dockerfile. The
Docker client is the UI for docker. It handles the dockerfile
which is used to provide instructions to build a docker
image and enables the user to communicate with docker.
The docker client interacts with docker daemon which
executes commands sent to the docker client. Containers
are classified on what they contain. An application container
runs a complete application or a component of an
application. As the containers share the same host
operating system kernel, multiple application components
can run on the same virtualized machine. A container also
solves the dependency hell problem. Another type of
containers are the System containers which pack the whole
operating system. Unlike Virtual Machine images
containers are lightweight and can support different
platforms. Some of the most popular platforms being
Docker, Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS),
OpenShift, Google Kubernetes Engine, IBM Cloud
Kubernetes Service, Azure Container instances etc. An
important problem to address in this context is the
scheduling or placement of containerized applications on
the available hosts. As applications are ready for
deployment, the orchestration system must allocate them
with least delay on an available resource taking into
account the application‘s constraints and maximizing the
utilization of the resources to reduce to the operational cost.
This should also be done while considering factors such as
the capacity of the available machines, application
performance and Quality of Service (QoS) [5] requirements
and fault-tolerance. This paper presents a study on
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container orchestration, the current tools in the market,
issues related to containers and its orchestration, their
solutions as explored by various authors. It also addresses
issues related to VM placement in general and how it can
be related to container placement over distributed
environments.

2 RELATED WORKS
Several surveys have been publishes in the field of
optimizing costing of resources and efficient allocation of
resources to containers and jobs dynamically fulfilling
application constraints and QoS requirements. The
following implementations deal with the issues within the
container orchestration domain such as – placement of
containers, container scheduling, container migration,
resource management etc. Some of them are industry level
implementaions eg. Kubernetes [1], Docker Swarm [1].
Kubernetes [1] is Google‘s answer to container
orchestration derived from Google‘s in-house Borg
Software. Being open-source, Kubernetes is capable of
automating deployment, management and scaling of
containerized applications. It defines a cluster of containers
as pods which can be found on a node. A node represents
a single machine in a cluster. A workload is distributed
among the nodes dynamically, as the nodes join or leave
the cluster. Kubernetes has automated rollouts and
rollbacks to changes made to the applications and it also
has a self-healing feature to restart failed containers,
replace and reschedule containers when nodes die.
Kubernetes provides its API which abstracts all the
underlying functions of the orchestrator. Applications can be
scaled up or down using simple commands. The API
standardizes the cloud providers by abstracting the
underlying infrastructure. Docker Swarm [1] is the native
tool for clustering docker containers. Service discovery and
container scheduling on hosts based upon predefined
techniques and constraints are the two basic features
Swarm provides. It supports two simple strategies: i) a
spread strategy that favors running new containers on least
loaded hosts, and ii) a bin packing strategy that favors the
most packed hosts that has ample resources to run the
containers. Docker Swarm also makes use of a filtering
mechanism to identify theQualified resources; users can
define filters regarding host statuses (such as available
resources) and health check results and container
configurations (such as resource and file affinities and
dependencies to other containers). Apache Mesos [1]
offers cluster management services which includes
isolation of resources and shared resources across
applications distributed in the cluster. Mesos's job is to
insure that there is access to the resources required by the
applications within a cluster. The job of Mesos is to insure
that applications have access to the resources they require
within a cluster. It permits a shared pool of servers that are
able to handle distinct units of an application in an
independent manner and have the potential to dynamically
allocate resources. Mesos is a data center kernel. Chronos
scheduler runs on top of Mesos. Mesophere is developed
upon the cluster management capabilities of Apache
Mesos. Hashicorps‘ Nomad, Engineered for microservices
and batch workloads, its cluster manager and scheduler
scale multiple nodes covering datacentres across regions.
One advantage of Nomad over Kubernetes and other
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orchestration tools is that complex applications can be
easily expressed without have to care about individual
containers that constitute the application. While other
orchestration tools offer services like discovery, monitoring
secrets management etc., Nomad practices the UNIX
tradition of keeping a small scope i.e., focusing on one
thing and doing it well and so it only provides scheduling
and cluster management. But it does includes tools for
service discovery and secret management like Consul and
Vault respectively. Nomad is simpler and combines a
lightweight scheduler and resource manager into single
system. A key difference between Kubernetes and Nomad
is that, Kubernetes is open source while Nomad is not
which makes Kubernetes a better option for beginners.
Guerrero et al, [2] has proposed Non Dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA over Greedy First fit algorithm
to optimize the cost of services for the user, the latency due
to migration of microservices in multiple cloud providers.
And, the time that any microservice is unavailable due to a
failure of one VM, or one provider. They achieved the
optimizations by considering the following factors: the VM
types and the cloud providers; the number of VM instances
for each type; the scale level of each microservices; and
the container allocations in the VMs. The solution of NSGAII was found considerably better than the solution of the
greedy algorithm. The Performance can be optimized by
using other evolutionary algorithms. Buyya et al, [4] have
implemented one simple scheduling algorithm and two
autoscaling policies for validation purposes on a prototype
by extending the Kubernetes (K8) platform. To schedule a
pending pod, the available nodes are first sorted by a
random scheduler based upon two factors - remaining
resource capacity and amount of resources requested.
Once all nodes with capable to execute the pod are
discovered, a random one is selected, and the pod
submitted to it. If no nodes are found, then the scheduler
instructs the autoscaler to scale out. The unschedulable
pod is left and an attempt to reschedule is made in the next
cycle. Some research areas which remain unexplored are
initial placement of containers and application QoS
management. Rodriguez et al [5] has put forward a
framework and approaches in comparision to Kubernetes
scheduler. The paper has addressed the initial placement of
containers, autoscaling the number of worker VMs at
runtime and a rescheduling mechanism by the integrated
use of schedulers, autoscalers, and reschedulers as a
mechanism to make orchestration system cloud-aware. The
author considers a deployment of a container orchestration
framework in a virtualized cloud environment which has
access to unlimited number of homogenous VMs. The
author further mentions two types of tasks– the first type
being long running services that require high availability
and handle latency-sensitive requests and the second type
being batch jobs which have limited lifetime and are more
tolerable towards performance fluctuations. The author has
developed custom scheduler which interacts with the
Kubernetes API to monitor the state of the pods (group of
containers). The results come out to be in favour of the
several proposed algorithms against the Kubernetes
scheduler in terms of cost. Li et al [15] proposes an
optimum minimum migration algorithm to reduce the
needless migration of Docker containers in a distributed
cloud computing platform. In his paper he discusses Load
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imbalance while migrating containers. Li proposes the
algorithm by taking into consideration uncertain workloads
and changes in data volumes. The algorithm calculates the
expansion rate of container volume over a time frame. the
algorithm estimates the growth pattern regarding each
container and evaluate which container will be moved by
sizing the growth rate of Docker containers into the source
server.. He refers to these containers as ‗Hot containers‘.
The Hot containers are marked by their relatively big CPU
share. Other containers are termed as Cold containers. He
points that in traditional minimum migration algorithms, the
principle is to sort the container according to their CPU
shares in descending order and consequently large
containers have the high possibility to be migrated until
CPU share of hot servers falls below the threshold and the
algorithm does not takes into account the changes in
container size. According to Li‘s algorithm if a container is
relatively large, it does get migrated first and does not fall
into priority assignment else according to the new
arrangement containers with larger memory and faster
growth rate have a higher priority to be migrated. Kaewkasi
et al [3] this paper presents an improvement in scheduling
of the docker containers using Ant colony optimization
algorithm. They have implemented their solution by
modifying SwarmKit version 4dfc88c. They have compared
their ACO scheduler with the original greedy
implementation of the scheduler shipped with Swarmkit.
Their experimental setup consisted 1 manager node and 5
worker nodes of a Swarmkit cluster on a single DataCenter.
According to the ACO scheduling algorithm, an artificial ant
randomly looks for resources by looking at the pheromone
trail from each resource which is computed by an equation
which is the sum of available memory of a node and
available CPU of a node multiplied by memory weight and
CPU weight respectively. A plain NGINX server with 0.5
core CPU and 128 MB of memory reservation is chosen
where 12 NGINX tasks are deployed over 5 nodes. Peinl et
al. [7] presents a study on Docker cluster management for
the cloud. He provides a case description of a SCHub
(Social Collaboration Hub, funded by the BMBF as part of
the FHprofUnt funding, https://www.sc-hub.de) project
whose aim is to develop a distribution-like collaboration
solution based on open source software (OSS) that
provides end-users with a consistent experience across all
systems while using a modular microservice approach. He
has enlisted possible requirements for a container
management solution. This paper provides an extensive
study on Docker – its dependencies, solutions it provides,
the requirements it can fulfil, its alternatives. The paper
evaluates some points regarding cluster management
solution for Docker and mentions the fact that managing
customer data is the most missing part which is the most
economic part of the cloud supply chain. Nardelli et al. [6]
talks about provisioning of virtual machines in an elastic
manner for container deployments. He presented a
formulation of EVCD as an Integer Linear Programming
problem which considers the heterogeneity of container
needs and VM resources. He has compared with two other
strategies which are greedy first fit and round robin. The
deployment strategies pursued by greedy first fit and round
robin heuristics are evaluated by taking EVCD as
benchmark. It is found that round robin heuristic is unable
to provision virtual machines elastically. Fan et al [11]
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presents a locality live migration model for docker
containers based on load balancing which tries to reduce
the amount of communication data in the network without
increasing the number of migrations. There are two
algorithms proposed for resource selection based on
communication distance and live migration of containers
respectively. The experimental results depict that the
proposed algorithm along with VectorDot load balancing
algorithm take less migration time than RIAL algorithm.
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ORCHESTRATION METHODOLOGIES
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3

CONTAINER ORCHESTRATION

When applications are developed in a way in which they
form a network of modular services and are independently
deployable and where each service operates on a different
process and communicates over a lightweight mechanism
to meet an objective are termed as microservices and also
known as service oriented architecture (SOA). This kind of

architecture is now widely adopted in the industry with the
help of containers. Containers are lightweight Virtualisation
technology primarily available in Linux based systems.
When a container based system scales, some major jobs
which arise are:
1.

Scheduling of containers

2.

Management of life cycle
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memory. Sophisticated autoscalers can be externally
plugged in into the orchestration softwares.

Service Discovery

4. LOAD BALANCING

4 CONCLUSIONS

The process of automating deployment of multiple
containers, mostly in large numbers, to implement an
application is termed as container orchestration. The
Docker Command Line Interface (CLI) allows certain
actions such as –

This paper studies the numerous strategies of dealing with
containers and its underlying problems. A significant
amount of effort has been made in this field and more
needs to be explored. Container orchestration is still in its
prime years. Technologies like Kubernetes, Mesos, Docker,
and Swarm provide the bare minimum services to run a few
thousand containers across multiple data centers, but as
more companies drift towards these technologies, the
requirements start to vary. Application QoS aware
orchestration is still in its dormant state, the monitoring of
containers is a challenge, security is one of the concerns
and so on.

1.

Pulling a container image from registry

2.

Running a container and affixing a terminal to it

3.

Assigning the container to a fresh image

4.

Uploading image to registry

5.

Terminating a running container
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